Donations and gifts to the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District help protect open space, preserve wildlife and natural habitats, enhance the positive experience of visitors to Midpen’s public open space lands and aid in our efforts to create an open space legacy for future generations. Our sincere thanks to the donors below for their thoughtful contributions in 2019.
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Elizabeth Brownell
Pat Morris
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Gary and Marketa Trimble
Janet Lee Rufener Presley
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Douglas John Ring
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Gifts in Honor of:

Amy and Lucy
Hannah M. Moots
Bay Trail
John Tenanes
Carol Daniels
Anonymous
District Staff
Claudia K. Newbold
Mayor Karen Holman
Jared and Mae Tinklenberg
Zoe Kersteen-Tucker
The Philips Family
Gerry and Maria Mooney
Anonymous
Lincoln Rescorla
Jerome Jackson
San Jose Mid-Week Hiking Group
Cookie Futterman-Spilka
Mr. David E. Simon and Ms. Lynn Gordon

Private and Business Donations:

David M. Arken
Debra Barnes
Julie W. Barney
Margaret Barron
Laurel Beecher and Kees Vissers
Alvin Begun
Iris P. Berke
Hans Bernhardt
Michael Blanchette
Monica Bobra
Karen Brems
Gregory F. Buchanan
Henry Bugatto
Albert F. Candia
Lucy Cesar
Stanton Chan
The Christel Family Charitable Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Brian Cilker
Kimberley Cowell
Lynn and Bill Crane
Nancy Culbertson Shostak
Dave Curtis
Ariel A. Deardorff
Rowena Dodson
Catherine Dolton
Gill Doyle
Andrew B. Ehrich
Elasticsearch B.V.
Eric R. Evitt
Cookie Futterman-Spilka
Robert Galen
Dhramil and Renu Gandhi
Dianne C. Gardiner and Wesley M. Gardiner
Robin L. Geiman
Dr. Lisa Giocomo and Ian Bratt
Susan C. Glad-Peterson
Carole Goldstien
Dwight Goodwin Trust
Leslie Yarnes Sugai
Madeleine Eve Aldridge
GPIF Woodside, LLC
Joseph and Susan Grima
Dena Grimm
Jonathan L. Hall
Thomas R. Heim
Ruth Hennigar
Cindy and Gary Hickey
Joan and Randy Hodnett
Sebastian Hurtado
Jerome Jackson
Jason Joy
Charlene and Derry Kabcenell
Vincent Kapral
Peter and Beth Karpas
Jonathan P. Karpf
David J. Kordsmeier
Young Sun Kwon
Adrien Lanusse
Amy Leonard
Meredith Leonard
Alan Levinson
Roy Levin and Jan Thomson
Deborah Li
Esther R. Makower
Jason Mansfield
Robert J. Mayell
E. Mireault
Susan L. Moran
Cindy C. Morse
Roeland Nusse
Peggy Nute
Daniel Oliver
Orange County Community Foundation
Michele Parcel
Michael Parker
Liliane Patel
Penner Family Foundation
Helve Pfeil
Nancie J. Plumb
Michael and Peter Porfido
Subha Rajana
Gopalacharya
Ramachandran
Joe and April Ramos
Julie G. Reis
Andrew and Heather Reynolds
Lauren Roan
Anthony Robertson
Stephen Rosenthal
William C. Rowe
Theodore Ryan
John Scheibe
Kevin Schulman
Brian D. Schutz
Robert and Yaffa Scranton
James J. Sebek
Larry R. Seiders
Patricia Sharp
Robert Simmons
Robert A. Siu
Evan Snyder
Thomas R. Stanis
Linda S. Stephen
Sunnyvale Alpha Delta Kappa Chapter
Tatsuru Tanaka
Jessica Vernon
Steven C. Vernon
Marilyn Voelke
Gregg Webb
William Wendin
Jim and Pattie Williams
Windy Hill Skyriders
Pamela L. Wong
Annie Xu

Midpen gratefully accepts gifts of time, money, land and in-kind services. Donations can be made through Midpen’s website: openspace.org. Donations are tax deductible under IRS Code Section 170(c)(1). If you have any questions about the deductibility of your donation, please contact your tax advisor.

Midpen strives to inclusively list all donations received, but will not be liable for any errors in attribution other than to make reasonable efforts to correct such errors.